The Future
of Retail is Here
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We Put
the AI
in Retail

Standard AI is the world’s leading computer
vision platform retailers use to transform
ordinary spaces into extraordinary experiences.
Our Vision OS^ is a game-changer for retail,
it’s the industry’s first vision-based platform to
transform both the shopper experience and
your retail operations.
We elevate the retail experience, increase
lift, and drive loyalty. Standard Shoppers love
the checkout-free: no lines, better customer
service, and a more enjoyable retail experience.
We’re well-funded, have the most mature
platform, and the most market traction.
We’re a team of 160+ people across five (5)
offices around the world. We have global
partnerships with major retailers. Over the
next five years, we’ll launch thousands of
stores across the globe.
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STANDARD CHECKOUT

20-25% Retail Transformation
INCREASE IN
STORE TRAFFIC*

35%+

INCREASE IN
REPEAT SHOPPERS*

2X

MORE PURCHASES
FROM PRE-STANDARD
CHECKOUT

75%

CONSUMERS WANT
AN AUTONOMOUS
SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
*On Average

from One Place

It’s the world’s first end-to-end operating system for retail stores.
The Vision OS^ is built as an interconnected network of Standard
AI components through the data collected via in-ceiling cameras
utilizing computer vision. Visions OS^ offers a better all-around
experience for the retailer and their customer using the three
components, Standard Checkout, Mission Control, and Insights.

Bringing shopping
into the 21st century.
Shop, Tap and Go!

Deliver a better Experience
Create Efficiency
Drive Deeper Engagement

Transform Existing Retail Stores in Weeks. No Gates Needed!
This game-changing shopping experience is an AI-powered cloud-based autonomous
checkout solution leveraging ceiling camera-enabled computer vision without facial
recognition, which allows shoppers to shop, tap and go - without waiting in the checkout
line or stopping to scan or pay.
Enhancing the Shopper Experience:
•

Freedom from the endless lines at the checkout counter

•

The seamless and hassle-free checkout experience

Increasing Operational Efficiency:
•

Maximizes labor capability by freeing up human resources for more value-added
activities, for example, helping and engaging customers on the store floor

•

Manages SKU catalogs of 20K+ products and routinely maps 5K+ active SKUs

And, happier customers buy more.
The cornerstone of Vision OS^, the Standard Checkout app builds a virtual cart as
shoppers select items and enable payment settlement via the Standard Checkout
app as shoppers leave the store.
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MISSION CONTROL

INSIGHTS

Computer Visionpowered insights
help in-store retail
teams make
customers happy!

With Unprecedented
Insights Comes
Great Power.
As a part of the Vision OS^ solution, Insights was developed to provide
unprecedented views into shopper behavior and operational performance,
revealing insights and revenue streams never before possible.
Unlock Vision-Powered Insights Like:

In-store retail teams are stretched thin, and small teams of people are
forced to do everything from running the register and restocking shelves
to mopping up spills, cleaning bathrooms, and - when they are able providing that personal level of customer service.
Effective real-time health status of the store reporting through Mission
Control ensures customer satisfaction with products on the shelf and
long-term store profitability.

Empower In-Store Teams to Take Control of the Store
Part of the Vision OS^ solution, Mission Control is a unique ceiling cameraenabled computer vision app that delivers the following in-store insights:
•

AI detection for out-of-stock

•

Inventory insights

•

Location of misplaced items

•

Helps maintain planogram compliance

•

And AI-generated daily tasks for employees.

Part of the Vision OS^, Standard Mission Control is a unique app-based
dashboard that helps in-store teams better manage the operations and the
shopper experience. Specifically, it helps them understand which shelves
need restocking when their store is out of compliance when a shopper
picks up an item that might require an ID to purchase, and more.

•

50% Of trip length is wait time (without Vision OS^)

•

50% Of theft incidents are partial theft from paying shoppers

Think You Know Your Stores? Only Insights can measure:
•

Heatmaps and Dwell times

•

Ability to measure shopper behaviors, including average basket size,
and trip length

•

Performance reports

•

Real-time Analytics portal

•

Shopper interactions and path map.

Insights unlock a new frontier of intelligence about store operations.

50%

OF THEFT INCIDENTS ARE
PARTIAL THEFT FROM
PAYING SHOPPERS

08%

OF TRANSACTIONS
CONTAIN AN ERROR FROM
STORE ASSOCIATE
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To learn more about
Standard AI and
Vision OS^, please
scan the QR Code

BRO-VOS-R1-092222
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